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""Can't Kim be happy?" This is the question asked of Kim
Korson--a female Woody Allen--at her first (and last)
shrink appointment, and her chief dilemma in this freshvoiced, hilarious take on what it means to be a
malcontent. "Go find your happy place!" Kim Korson's
befuddled husband exclaims one day, as his disgruntled
wife is listing about the house (as malcontents are wont
to do.) It sounds simple enough--only Kim can't. Because
she doesn't have one. I Don't Have a Happy Place is an
exploration of Kim's oftentimes irrational, at times selfinduced, and nearly perpetual state of unhappiness, told
through a series of humorous, autobiographical essays.
Beginning with her childhood in the 1970s and extending
through first jobs, first loves, marriage,and motherhood,
Kim tries to explain why she's happiest at her most
unhappy--and why she's completely fine with that. But,
determined to change her ways for her children if nothing
else, Kim moves her family from Brooklyn to southern
Vermont to see if she can find happy for the first time in
her life. Rife with evocative and nostalgic observations,
unapologetic realism, and razor-sharp wit, I Don't Have a
Happy Place is sure to make you laugh, nod your head
compulsively in agreement, and ultimately
feelempowered to ask: "Happy? Who's happy?!""-Field & Stream
In the extraordinary new Cork O’Connor thriller from
New York Times bestselling and Edgar Award–winning
author William Kent Krueger, the lives of hundreds of
innocent people are at stake when Cork vanishes just
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days before his daughter’s wedding. Since the violent
deaths of his wife, father, and best friend all occurred in
previous Novembers, Cork O’Connor has always
considered it to be the cruelest of months. Yet, his
daughter has chosen this dismal time of year in which to
marry, and Cork is understandably uneasy. His concern
comes to a head when a man camping in Minnesota’s
Boundary Waters Canoe Area Wilderness goes missing.
As the official search ends with no recovery in sight,
Cork is asked by the man’s family to stay on the case.
Although the wedding is fast approaching and the
weather looks threatening, he accepts and returns to that
vast wilderness. As the sky darkens and the days pass,
Cork’s family anxiously awaits his return. Finally certain
that something has gone terribly wrong, they fly by
floatplane to the lake where the missing man was last
seen. Locating Cork’s campsite, they find no sign of
him. They do find blood, however. A lot of it. With an
early winter storm on the horizon, it’s a race against
time as Cork’s family struggles to uncover the mystery
behind these disappearances. Little do they know, not
only is Cork’s life on the line, but so are the lives of
hundreds of others.
Returning to British Romantic poetry allows the novels to
extend the Romantic poetics of landscape that
traditionally considered the British subject's relation to
place. By recasting Romantic poetics in the Americas,
these novels show how negotiations of identity and
power are defined by the legacies of British imperialism,
illustrating that these nations, their peoples, and their
works of art are truly postcolonial. While many
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postcolonial scholars and critics have dismissed the idea
that Romantic poetry can be used to critique colonialism,
Maxwell suggests that, on the contrary, it has provided
contemporary writers across the Americas with a means
of charting the literary and cultural legacies of British
imperialism in the New World. The poems of the British
Romantics offer postcolonial writers particularly rich
material, Maxwell argues, because they characterize
British influence at the height of the British empire.
From Hudson Bay to Pelee Island, from Rainy River to
the Quebec border, Ontario offers a rich variety of
experiences for nature-lovers of all ages and interests. A
Nature Guide to Ontario showcases more than six
hundred of the best sites for viewing the many forms of
plant and animal life found across the province. All sites
are open to the general public, most are easily
accessible, and a surprising number are located in or
near the province's biggest cities. The book is divided
into seven regions, and sites are listed under county,
district, or municipality. Entries contain instructions on
how to reach sites, descriptions of the major landscape
and habitat features, information about typical as well as
important or unusual animals and plants to be found at
the site, and an address to contact for more information.
Introductory chapters give an overview of Ontario's
natural history and its rich and diverse plant and animal
life. The book also discusses environmental concerns,
offers tips on how to get the most out of an outing, and
lists the 'top ten' nature sites in Ontario. There are lists of
useful addresses and references, a site index, and an
extensive glossary. This volume is a project of the
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Federation of Ontario Naturalists, whose affiliates and
individual members have contributed to the book. A
Nature Guide to Ontario, an invaluable reference for all
who want to experience and enjoy the best of Ontario's
natural areas and wildernesses.
This book tells of the life of an extraordinary physician
who overcame a teenage hunting accident in which he
lost his left thumb and left eye. Through hard work and
diligence, he became an excellent surgeon and medical
leader in Central Illinois. The highlight of his career was
the two years during World War II that he spent above
the Arctic Circle repairing injured soldiers. After the war,
he returned to Bloomington-Normal, Illinois, to become a
leader in the medical community. He was from the era of
five-dollar office visits and eight-dollar house calls
although he was quick to reduce his fees and care for
the indigent. He loved to tell stories, so many of his
favorite stories are retold in this book.
ACCREDITED CAMPS ONLY! Over 2,100 listed. The
only directory where camps earn accreditation before
being listed. A mere 1/4 of all camps in the U.S.A. are
accredited. These camps have met or exceed nationally
recognized standards of safety, program quality, staffing
& healthcare. When you choose a camp from this
GUIDE, you can be certain that 300+ important
questions have already been asked & answered in ways
that show the camp cares. Each camp's listing includes
summer & winter addresses, sponsoring agency,
director's name, fee ranges, session lengths, age
groups, boy/girl/coed, ten primary activities offered, &
camp special comments. Alpha by state. Camps for all
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budgets & interests. Indexes list camps by 50 activities &
by 20 special groups served. Activities include: archery,
academics, backpacking, caving, ceramics, sports,
aquatics, music, horseback. Special programs listed:
cancer, diabetes, learning disabilities, single adults,
seniors, youth at risk, gifted. Great for teachers & other
youth service professionals seeking alternative
employment. Also look for great tid-bits to help know
when a child or parent is ready for camp, questions to
ask the camp director, how to pack, & how to combat
homesickness. Order from: American Camping
Association, 5000 State Road 67, North, Martinsville, IN
46151-7902, 800-428-2267 or Independent Publishers
Group, 1-800-888-4741. Look for 1997-1998 edition
coming in January 1997 (0-87603-153-X).
Description and analysis of a folk tradition that long has
been a rite of passage for children and adolescents. In
depth discussion of 19 songs, brief mention of 1,400
others. 65 historic photographs.
An insightful and powerful look at the magic of summer
camp—and why it is so important for children to be away
from home . . . if only for a little while. In an age when
it’s the rare child who walks to school on his own, the
thought of sending your “little ones” off to sleep-away
camp can be overwhelming—for you and for them. But
parents’ first instinct—to shelter their offspring above all
else—is actually depriving kids of the major
developmental milestones that occur through letting
them go—and watching them come back transformed. In
Homesick and Happy, renowned child psychologist
Michael Thompson, PhD, shares a strong argument for,
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and a vital guide to, this brief loosening of ties. A great
champion of summer camp, he explains how camp
ushers your children into a thrilling world offering an
environment that most of us at home cannot: an
electronics-free zone, a multigenerational community,
meaningful daily rituals like group meals and cabin cleanup, and a place where time simply slows down. In the
buggy woods, icy swims, campfire sing-alongs, and
daring adventures, children have emotionally significant
and character-building experiences; they often grow in
ways that surprise even themselves; they make lifelong
memories and cherished friends. Thompson shows how
children who are away from their parents can be both
homesick and happy, scared and successful, anxious
and exuberant. When kids go to camp—for a week, a
month, or the whole summer—they can experience some
of the greatest maturation of their lives, and return more
independent, strong, and healthy.
"A classy series with encyclopedic coverage."—National
Geographic Explorer Colorado offers travelers
unsurpassed access to the Rocky Mountains—whether
your passion is exploring old mining towns, finding the
best run at some of the world's best ski resorts, or
roughing it in Rocky Mountain National Park. There's
enough here to keep anyone busy year round. Explorer's
Guide Colorado covers everything a traveler should see
and do in this great state. Whether you’re looking to
break trail in virgin powder on a winter getaway or
sample fresh local produce from a roadside farmstand in
the summer sunshine, Matt Forster is a great companion
for your Colorado trip. He provides indispensable
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information on everything from sources of outdoor
equipment rental to the best scenic back roads. The best
inns, B&Bs, vacation cottages, and lots more are all
covered here—from birding in the eastern plains to winery
tours in Grand Junction—and everything in between.
Features include hundreds of dining reviews as well as
opinionated listings of inns, B&Bs, hotels, and vacation
cottages. There are numerous up-to-date regional and
downtown maps, and like all Explorer's Guides, this one
provide handy icons that point out places of extra value,
family-friendly establishments, wheelchair and wi-fi
access, and lodgings that accept pets.
The Engaged Sociologist: Connecting the Classroom to
the Community, Second EditionÂ brings the "public
sociology" movement into the classroom, as it teaches
students to use the tools of sociology to become
effective participants in our democratic society. Through
exercises and projects, authors Kathleen Korgen and
Jonathan M. White encourage students to practice the
application of these tools in order to get both hands-on
training in sociology and experience with civic
engagement in their communities.
Since they were first established in the 1880s, children’s
summer camps have touched the lives of millions of
people. Although the camping experience has a special
place in the popular imagination, few scholars have
given serious thought to this peculiarly American
phenomenon. Why were summer camps created? What
concerns and ideals motivated their founders? Whom did
they serve? How did they change over time? What
factors influenced their design? To answer these and
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many other questions, Abigail A. Van Slyck trains an
informed eye on the most visible and evocative aspect of
camp life: its landscape and architecture. She argues
that summer camps delivered much more than a simple
encounter with the natural world. Instead, she suggests,
camps provided a man-made version of wilderness,
shaped by middle-class anxieties about gender roles,
class tensions, race relations, and modernity and its
impact on the lives of children. Following a fascinating
history of summer camps and a wide-ranging overview of
the factors that led to their creation, Van Slyck examines
the intersections of the natural landscape with humanbuilt forms and social activities. In particular, she
addresses changing attitudes toward such subjects as
children’s health, sanitation, play, relationships between
the sexes, Native American culture, and evolving ideas
about childhood. Generously illustrated with period
photographs, maps, plans, and promotional images of
camps throughout North America, A Manufactured
Wilderness is the first book to offer a thorough
consideration of the summer camp environment.
FIELD & STREAM, America’s largest outdoor sports
magazine, celebrates the outdoor experience with great
stories, compelling photography, and sound advice while
honoring the traditions hunters and fishermen have
passed down for generations.
Discover the natural and cultural wonders of the
Centennial State Whether you’re looking to explore
Colorado’s rising cities like Denver, where the sun
shines 300 days a year, or its little-known hidden gems,
the recommendations in this guide will lead you in the
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right direction. From the expansive eastern plains to the
towering Rockies, you’ll be an expert in no time at all.
The perfect mix of urban charm and natural beauty can
be found in Boulder, one of Colorado’s most well-known
cities. The city boasts a strong commitment to the
environment and healthy living, as well as eclectic shops
and restaurants scattered along its simple streets.
Colorado’s culinary offerings can be enjoyed all across
the state: through high-end restaurants serving wild
game, French cuisine, unique street foods, and
everything in-between. As with every title in the
Explorer’s Guide series, you’ll be get fascinating local
history, up-to-date maps, and advice from an expert
author. Matt Forster seen everything Colorado has to
offer and will help you make the most of your trip.
In the first volume of his autobiographical history Colin
Clay shared the events of his early life from 1932-1952
as a schoolboy near London, England before and during
the second world war and later as a soldier in the Korean
war. His second volume, covering 1952-1959 tells of his
life as a student at university and seminary, his marriage,
the births of two children, his ordination and parish life
near London and the family's emigration to Canada. This
third volume introduces the reader to their fresh
experiences in a new country and Colin's pastoral and
academic ministry in Sudbury, Ontario (The Big Nickel
was a centennial project). The family settled happily in
the parish and social life of the city and Colin added
teaching at Laurentian University to his responsibilities.
Colin, Barbara with their four children also traveled
extensively across the country. and many summer
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camping adventures are to be found here. Significant
events that touched the world occurred in the 1960's and
a number of them, such as the Cuban missile crisis, are
appropriately described in this book and will doubtless
stir memories among many of its readers.

The stories within these pages tell of my life from the
beginning of my time on earth. These tell of my first
days and how they changed my life forever, the
many struggles that I encountered because of
events early in my life, the many difficult times that I
faced, and how I hid these from others for over sixty
years. I keep my story as the main subject. Many
who knew me in the early years were amazed of the
events in my life. Some cried, and others were
speechless. That was not what I expected, but it was
a surprise to me. With over 150 stories, this covers
many events of my life. I looked at many things that I
had to deal with because of how I lived in my early
years. I can recall shedding tears every day for over
seven years. I wish this to happen to nobody else.
But I did not have a choice; both my parents took
that away from me. Some told me that I was too
easy on them. I will leave their judgment up to the
Creator. Their judgment will come. I dont need to
add fuel to their future. I needed my story to be
presented to show what could happen when parents
harm their children. Harm can come to children in
many ways, and I present many of mine.
An "enormously entertaining" portrait of "a Bronx
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Tom Sawyer" (San Francisco Chronicle), City Boy is
a sharp and moving novel of boyhood from Pulitzer
Prize winner Herman Wouk. A hilarious and often
touching tale of an urban kid's adventures and
misadventures on the street, in school, in the
countryside, always in pursuit of Lucille, a heartless
redhead personifying all the girls who torment and
fascinate pubescent lads of eleven.
Drawn from a lifetime of passion for fishing, these
stories focus on one man's angling adventures at the
world's most exotic locations. Jim Chapralis began
fishing at the age of eight, became immediately
addicted, and for the next six decades found a way
to fish in forty countries. Jim pioneered the
international fishing travel business, and in this book
he describes trips to Angola in search of giant
tarpon, to Panama, where he and friends are held at
bay by a dozen guns; and to Colombia, where witch
doctors practice their medicine on two of his clients.
Inspiring and filled with personal anecdotes from his
adventures, this book produces an insatiable desire
to wet a hook for all angling addicts.
This trusted resource covers 2,000-plus camps that
have been accredited by the American Camping
Association, helping find the best locations for the
readers' interests, pocketbooks, and busy schedules.
30 photos. Map.
From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of
The Handmaid's Tale In each of these tales
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Margaret Atwood deftly illuminates the shape of a
whole life: in a few brief pages we watch as
characters progress from the vulnerabilities of
adolescence through the passions of youth into the
precarious complexities of middle age. The past
resurfaces in the present in ways both subtle and
dramatic: the body of a lost Arctic explorer emerges
from the ice, a 2,000-year-old bog man turns up in
an archeological dig, a man with dark secrets
marries his lover’s sister, a girl who disappears on a
canoe trip haunts her friend many decades later. The
richly layered stories in Wilderness Tips map interior
landscapes shaped by time, regret, and lost
chances, endowing even the most unassuming of
lives with a disquieting intensity.
Bereavement Camps for Children and Adolescents is the
first book to describe in detail how to create
bereavement camps for children and adolescents. It is a
comprehensive how-to guide, offering practical advice on
planning, curriculum building, and evaluation. Readers
will find a step-by-step plan for building a non-profit
organization, including board development and
fundraising, such as grant writing, soliciting businesses,
and holding special events, as well as valuable
information on nonprofit management and volunteer
recruitment. The appendices include a variety of sample
forms, letters, and more.
There are approximately 8000 camps in the U.S., & this
is the only complete listing of the 2,000 camps which
have earned American Camping Association
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accreditation by meeting over 300 standards that apply
to health, safety, program quality & operating practices.
The Guide, published annually, features special indexes
that allow a parent to find a camp by activity, special
need, special group or location. The American Camping
Association has been setting standards for camps since
1935 & has been accrediting camps since 1965. It is the
recognized voice of camps in the United States. This
directory will play a prominent part in an intensive public
relations campaign to promote the camping experience
beginning in February 1997. The campaign includes a
satellite media tour featuring members of RADD
(Recording Artists Against Drunk Driving) Kids - a group
of child celebrities who speak out for safe causes.
Buyers can order the book directly from American
Camping Association, Inc., 5000 State Road 67 North,
Martinsville, IN 46151-7902, 800-428-2267, or from
Independent Publishers Group, (800) 888-4741. Look for
the 1998-99 edition coming in January 1998.
This anthology of essays, Northern Myths, Modern
Identities, explores the various ways in which northern
mythologies have been employed in the cultural
construction of ethnic, national and supra-national
identities from 1800 to the present.
The 1,300-plus programs described in this easy-to-use
guide are offered by private schools, colleges, camps,
religious organizations, travel and sports groups, and
others. An easy-to-scan chart makes it easy for readers
to quickly identify the programs and activities, which
range from precollege academic programs, sports, bike
and wilderness trips, music, theater, and the arts, and
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more.
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